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• pedagogically effective
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```html
<video src=...>
  <track kind=subtitles ...>
  <track kind=captions ...>
  <track kind=descriptions ...>
  <track kind=chapters ...>
  <track kind=metadata ...>
</video>
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Structured production of animations
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Associative, Transclusive, Categorical Relationships
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- Symbol / Icon of the concept
- Symbols / Icons required
- Animated, intuitive definition:
  - Generalization, instance; ‘for all’, ‘exists’; ...
- Examples, counterexamples
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Compendium video nodes
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Exporting Contextual / Internal Struct. + Animations

• Compendium: XML export
• Short animations + wrap around metadata
• textual information
• links to requiered concepts/icons/animations
• First steps. Evaluating feedback.
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• “Logic and Discrete Structure”: 1500 students
• LabSpace (Open University UK)
• Social experience (¿Youtube?)
Thank you for your attention